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MAIN NEWS

ESM Braces for Cyber Risks in Ship Management  

Collision at Anchorage

Cyber security may be the buzz word 
across the globe- be it related to business 
or other social and political platforms. 
Maritime industry is definitely not immune 
to its threat since over the years, there has 
been a consistent increase in automation 
of maritime systems. Such integration 
of systems has indeed led to better 
connectivity between sailing staff and 
onshore personnel, but also given way to a 
multitude of potential risks of unauthorized 
access or malicious attacks. Ship’s systems 
and networks are susceptible to such risks, 
unless a robust cyber security measure is put 
in place.

The company recognizes the cyber threat as 

high risk and positions itself for safeguarding 
the interest of the organization, its stakeholders 
including the clients and the seafarers by taking 
proactive measures.

A proactive cyber risk management system in a 
phased manner has been planned starting with 
raising awareness for such risks and security 
threats amongst all its employees. For sailing staff 
an onboard training module in EPSS (Electronic 
Performance Support System) has been 
developed and is being dispatched to all ESM 
managed vessels by beginning 2018. The training 
is to cover all aspects of a cyber risks including 
contingencies and best practices to reduce 
exposure to such threats. This will be followed 
up with assessments to monitor information 

A bulk carrier was anchored near arrival 
port. The wind force at anchorage was 
seven with gusts force of eight. Shortly after 
berthing in the northwestern corner of the 
anchorage, the vessel started to pull the 
anchor in the direction of a nearby traffic 
passage due to the impact of the forceful 
winds and a current of 
two knots. The Master 
weighed anchor and re-
anchored the vessel at 
southwestern corner, 
0.8nm from a tanker 
which was already 
anchored. The length 
is normal for an active 
dock. 

After few hours, both 

vessels pulled anchor in northeastern course and 
thus they were shifted next to each other. Then 
the Master of tanker vessel decided to hoist the 
anchor. Once the anchor was hoisted, the vessel 
swung to port towards the bulk carrier with the 
intention of sailing clear. As the tanker was in 
ballast and had hardly any speed, the vessel’s 

** Note : This monthly safety moment is collected from various sources for educational purpose and is 
not necessary an actual incident from the ESM fleet.
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retention amongst the trained sailing staff. At 
the shore office, hardware inventories and data 
backup for software systems is underway to 
ensure business continuity, in the unlikely event 
of a cyber risk exposure. 

The announcement and detailed plan of the 
above cyber risk management will be made 
available in the Company’s Technical Circular 23. 

The IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee has also 
adopted a resolution for incorporating Cyber Risk 
Management into the ISM Code so as to ensure 
all companies’ safety management system 
addresses such risks. This will be subjected to 
verification during the annual DOC Audit after 
1st of January 2021. 

movement was hindered.  The vessel’s mobility 
was also significantly impacted by the strong 
wind and current, acting entirely on the vessel’s 
starboard side. The tanker impelled the bow of 
the bulk carrier - which remained in anchorage, 
but pulling – resulting in extensive destruction to 
both vessels.
 
Lesson Learned

• Vessels travelling in low speeds, notably those 
in ballast condition, are heavily influenced by 
wind and currents.

• By stemming forces running on the vessel, 
there is better chance of retaining good control 
at a low pace. 
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Letter of the Month
Once again, the time has arrived to take stock of the year passing by; to reflect on what could 
have been otherwise, smile at the moments of happiness and appreciate the opportunities to 
learn from the challenges faced, be grateful of the gifts that life brought along. And finally, a 
pat on the back for all the right things that we did for not only ourselves, but for those around 
us - the community and the world at large. 

Shocking and sensational- probably are the two words that will aptly describe the news of the past 
year in whole range of social, political, economic context. The world saw unprecedented divisions and 
polarization in the name of politics, religion, sects, and beliefs leading to hundreds and thousands of 
losses of precious lives and millions who suffered as a result. Apart from those man-made news, we 
had news of some of the worst natural disasters across the globe. Hurricanes, storms, earthquakes, 
monsoon rain, famines, wildfires devastated various countries with immeasurable destruction of human 
lives and property.

No doubt, the memory and the legacy of the year will continue to haunt us in the coming years to a 
fair measure 

For ESM, one of the most memorable achievements of the year would no doubt be the world’s biggest 
container vessel being taken over from the yard. Indeed, it was one of the proudest moments for our 
team along with our business partner Shoei Kisen. We are pleased to add that the sister vessels are 
being delivered from the same yard during the coming year.
 
The newsletter once again reflects and highlights the activities of the month and a summary of the 
year’s activities. We have regular news and articles with a focus to inform as well as to provoke interest 
in topics related to the business we are in. In continuation of our interviews with the dedicated staff on 
board our fleet, this time we bring forth two similarly dedicated shore staff who have been an integral 
part of ESM’s success story. Sincere congratulations and thanks to both, as we are sure their story will 
inspire many others who have just started their life with the ESM family.

As we bid adieu to the year 2017, we share the sentiment of growth of the industry by many industry 
pundits and wish all our readers - on board and ashore a brighter, prosperous and peaceful new year.

Till our next newsletter, be safe and be happy!
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Guidance for Ship’s Staff for Carrying Out 
DryDocking - Part 2
Following the previous issue of ENB December 

2017, this is the follow-up of the guidance for 

Ship’s staff for carrying out Dry Docking. In the 

first installation, the planning, preparation, 

precaution and hull plating inspection phase were 

discussed. The second installation continues to 

elaborate checks and inspections of the jobs after 

the dock is dry.

Rudder

• When ship enters dry-dock and water is being 

pumped out, check whether water is coming out from 

rudder or not. If yes, then rudder is breached.

• Open the top and bottom plugs and check for any 

water inside.

• Pressure test rudder at a water head of 2.46 meters.

• f the rudder is badly pitted or ship is older, surveyor 

may insist on thickness gauging of the rudder plate.

• Check the sacrificial anodes’ condition on the rudder.

• Check the cement on coupling bolts for rudder 

and rudder stock. Remove the cement and check 

condition of the palm nut.

• Check the rudder pintle clearance, rudder jumping 

clearance and rudder drop.

• Carry out hammer test by surveyor’s hammer, 

by tapping on the rudder to evaluate the plate’s 

condition.

• Check the actual position or true position of the 

rudder, compared to rudder angle indicator and 

see whether there is any difference by bending or 

deformations

• Carry out a visual inspection.

For Semi-balanced rudder, the top and bottom pintle 

bearing clearances are required to be checked at four 

points (Port, Starboard Forward & Aft)

The Rudder drop is measured using a trammel gauge in 

the steering Gear compartment 

TECHNICAL NEWS

Rudder Internals

The bottom drain plug of the rudder is removed to 

check for water. In the event, substantial amount of 

water is present inside, it denotes a crack. Usually 

while removing the bottom plug, if a vacuum effect is 

observed it would indicate that all is in order.

For coating the internal surfaces of the rudder, the 

top plug is removed and filled with water to about 

3/4th capacity and topped up with paint. Thereafter 

the water is drained through the bottom plug. Any 

marks of dent or cracks should be checked and renewal 

carried out as required.

The corrosion on the forward part of the rudder due to 

cavitation at the propeller is required to be checked. 

Additionally, the scalloping on the rudder is checked for 

integrity as the lift and drag characteristics of rudder 

models with a smooth and scalloped leading are lesser 

and with a scalloped smooth edge the cavitation effect 

never progresses over the entire leading edge due to 

design characteristics.

Propeller

The below checks should be done for a vessel’s 

propeller, while at dry-dock:

• Check oil leakage from stern tube.

• Cut off the rope guard and check for any fouling by 

fishing nets or ropes.

• Inspect blade surfaces for erosion, pitting, corrosion 

and bending.

• Take measurements of propeller drop and compare 

with last records.

• Inspect propeller for cavitation damages.

 After cleaning, the propeller blades will be checked for 

pitting marks arising due to cavitation. If pitting marks 

are visible, these need rebuilding and 

in some case, might require balancing 

(static) to be carried out.

                                                  

 The propeller to be viewed at 90 degs 

from the side to make out any bending. 

The leading edge of the propeller and 

the trailing side to be checked for 

cracks. Crack test is carried out on the 

blades. If any crack is noticed beyond 

0.7R, then it needs to be rectified. If 

Continue on page 4

required, propeller shall be polished (Normal or Super 

Polishing).

The propeller boss area cementing shall be checked to 

confirm that it is intact. If vanes are fitted on the boss, 

these are to be checked for erosion and cracking.

Tail Shaft drop

The tail shaft drop is measured by Poker gauge. Oil to 

be drained and usually drop is taken by removing the 

2nd bolt (top and bottom).

Sea chests 

Their suction grids are to be dismantled and cleaned. 

The internal surfaces of the chests must be scraped 

clean of all marine growth. In case of doubt, the casing 

plate must be gauged for thickness and renewed as 

necessary. After cleaning they are to be painted in 

accordance with the ship’s hull painting specification. 

Zinc anodes in the sea chests are to be renewed.

Special attention to be given for sea chest gratings. 

The stripe coat at edges to be 240 microns dry film 

thickness. It should have at least 3 coats of anti-

corrosive paint.

Anchor 

Both the anchors along with their cables are lowered 

into the dock bottom and the chains are ranged to 

enable them to be calibrated. Links on any chain length, 

which have wasted are discarded by renewing the 

wasted chain length utilizing the spare chain length. 

It is a good practice to turn the chains, end to end at 

each dry-docking so that the link wear is uniform.
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TECHNICAL NEWS

Invasive Plant Species can Enhance Ecosystems
Research conducted by Duke University have 

uncovered information about the relationship 

between ecosystems and invasive plant species. 

It revealed that such species could help in the 

conservation of the ecosystem instead of having 

detrimental effects. As ecosystems are lost due 

to climate change and slowly being extinct, such 

plants could be the saving grace for native plant 

species. 

Invasive species are described 

as plants that grows 

aggressively, spreads and 

uproot other plants. The area 

taken over by invasive species 

leaves it less populated by 

native species. 

When invasive species 

are introduced into an 

ecosystem there are impacts 

on the resident species, their 

communities and ecosystems. 

Some of the prominent 

observations includes the genetic variation of native 

population via hybridization and interruptions of 

mutualistic networks such as pollination and dispersal. 

Certain species of invasive plants could alter habitat 

and ecosystem functioning to the extent of having 

impacts on the services of the ecosystem and human 

beings. 

Recent studies have unveiled new truth which 

challenges previous findings.  On the contrary to belief 

that invasive plant species holds negative influences 

to the ecosystem, the study found that their impact 

in ecosystems may not be perceived as negative.  In 

their study, the non-native seaweed which is a type 

of invasive species demonstrated and confirmed the 

positive impacts of such species. They have the ability 

to prevent the loss of foundation species. In addition, 

they provide vital eco-system services such as storm 

protection and food production which the human 

species are dependent on. In other words, invasive 

plant species could be a source of valuable ecosystem 

functions where there is a severe decline in native 

species.

The study advised conservationists to have these 

nonnative species flourish to counter the issues of 

declining ecosystems. The summary of the positive 

and beneficial influences the invasive species brings 

are soil stability and erosion control; flood protection; 

food production and the provision of nursery habitat 

for economocially important seafood species such as 

shrimp crab and fish. 

Currently, conservation practitioners are investing 

millions of dollars to eliminate invasive species in 

efforts to keep the habitat purely native species. With 

the growing number of studies about the impact of 

invasive plant species in their new environment and 

on native species, a comprehensive assessment of the 

relationship between the invasive species traits and the 

characteristics of the impacts is needed. 

The goal of researchers equipped with these new 

knowledge is to create new thinking about the 

influences of nonnative habitat-forming coastal plant 

species. The influences are predicted to increase as 

human activities would accelerate rates of native 

species losses. Through these new findings, researchers 

reminds that there is a need for a more comprehensive 

and empirical assessment of invasive species effects 

before the conclusion of negative impacts is assigned. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

The condition of the anchor fluke to be checked for 

bends. The shank to be checked for straightness. The 

pin connecting the fluke to shank must be checked for 

wear and if required, shall be renewed.

Male part of the swivel needs to be checked for wear. 

The forward part of the ship is checked for dent marks 

or scoring marks from anchor. Some ships have half 

round bars welded on to the hull to prevent the anchor 

from rubbing against the ship’s hull.

Besides the above-mentioned hull check items, 

following shall be done during the docking work:

Once all repair jobs and hull painting work have been 

completed, ensure that all tanks’ bottom plugs have 

been correctly and carefully inserted. The complete 

ship’s bottom areas shall be fully secured and checked 

prior readiness for dock flooding is 

confirmed to the shipyard.

After Dry-docking: (Undocking)

• uring the first stage of flooding 

of dry dock, check water-tightness of 

ship’s hull and Engine room.

• When sea water level covers 

up to high sea chest level, open all the 

sea-suction valves, purge air from sea chest, cooling 

sea water pump, all filters casing and then run all 

the pumps from sea to sea till discharge pressure is 

achieved to your satisfaction.

• Start the generator and run it to your satisfaction and 

then cut-off shore supply.

• Ensure all special tools, store items etc. accounted for 

and either returned or kept inside securely.

• Work done certificates by the shipyard are to be 

checked, stamped, signed and sent.

• Dry docking report is to be generated for the fleet 

manager and copy to be retained on board.

Thereafter with the permission of dry dock, you should 

be ready to leave/depart from the dock.
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Energy Drinks Linked To More Heart, Blood 
Pressure Changes Than Caffeinated Drinks Alone: 
Studies Shown

Researchers from American Heart Association 

have proven that energy drinks are linked to 

heart and blood pressure related issues. Even 

though the Food and Drug Authorities claim that 

such drinks are safe, researchers are cautioning 

against it especially to people with heart 

problems and high blood pressure. 

Energy drinks, as opposed to consuming caffeine by 

other means have been proven by studies to hold 

a greater negative impact on health. There are five 

hundred different energy drink products readily 

available to purchase with an increase in their 

popularity. However it is matched with a significant 

rise in energy-drink consumption associated medical 

emergencies and even deaths. Even though there are 

such growing cases, manufacturers and energy drinks 

fans continue to claim that the drinks are as safe as 

caffeine without any evidence to support these claims. 

The Food and Drug Administration in the United States 

recognises that caffeine doses upto 400 mg as safe 

amount for consumption per day. Energy drinks contain 

320 mg of caffeine, sugar and a proprietary “energy 

blend” of taurine and other ingredients.  There are 

little known studies about the safety of such ‘other’ 

ingredients. 

To better understand the effects these other 

components have on the body, researchers compared 

physical changes in a group of eighteen healthy men 

and women after consuming a commercially available 

energy drink and after drinking another concoction 

with the same amount of caffeine but none of the other 

ingredients.

The study revealed that while both the energy drink 

and caffeine-only groups had similar increases in blood 

pressure, however blood pressure in the caffeine group 

had almost returned to their original readings after six 

hours. On the other hand, those who consumed the 

energy drinks still had mildly elevated blood pressure 

after six hours. In short, both the caffeine and energy 

drinks had raised the body’s blood pressure initially but 

it normalized faster for caffeine drinkers than energy 

drink consumers. This led the researchers to suggest 

that the ingredients other than caffeine could have an 

influence on the blood pressure and that it requires 

more evaluation. 

Another notable change is in the electrical activity in the 

MIND YOUR BODY

heart. After drinking 900 ml of energy drink, the heart’s 

electrical activity was found to be abnormal compared 

to drinking a 

caffeine-matched 

control drink. The 

energy drink could 

have a short-term 

impact on cardiac 

contractility. 

Based off these findings, researchers are highly 

cautioning people who have high blood pressure, 

underlying cardiac conditions or other health issues 

to avoid consuming energy drinks until there are 

more studies on the impact on heart health. Though 

healthy individuals need not worry, it is important to be 

cautious or consume them in moderation. 

There is a call for more studies to be done especially 

when energy drinks are consumed together with 

alcohol. Findings has shown that there is a link with 

high-risk behaviour. Hence researchers are calling for 

changes in energy drink consumption. 

Catering Crew: Best Cooks

1. SASI THULICHERY   MARLIN AQUAMARINE
2. KURWAR SANJEEVA VENKATESH NORD TITAN
3. PRASENJIT KUMAR BISWAS  ASTRID
4. ANOOP KAMALON  MAREX NOA
5. DEV DUTT    VICTOIRE

Catering Crew: Best General Stewards
1. SUBBURAYALU V. SRINIVASAN ST.GERTRUD
2. MOSA L.   ATLANTIC CANYON
3. VISHVESH N. CHAUHAN  MARLIN APAPTITE
4. RAJU DUMMU   AFRA LAUREL
5. ANOOP KUMAR YADAV                     MARLIN AZURITE

Executive Incentive Awards for 4th Quarter 2017

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

6. SANJAY TIWARI  AZERI GAS
7. CHANDAN SINGH RANA   SALAMINIA
8. SATYAPAL SINGH   E PIONEER
9. ESTEBEIRO JAMES MARIO  GSW FUTURE
10. HARISHKUMAR KUTTIYANDI MARLIN AMETHYST

6. VIJAY PHALKE   PALANCA MAPUTO
7. VICKEY KUMAR TANDEL  VICTOIRE
8. AAKASH   H. SOLANKI                       PIONEER EXPRESS
9. KRISHNA KUMAR I. TANDEL FS ENDEAVOR
10. DEBAPRASAD DOLAI   MAREX NOA



For Course Bookings, Please Contact:

COURSE SCHEDULE – JANUARY 2018 TO MARCH 2018 

SIMS Mumbai
5th Floor, Sai Commercial Building, BKS Devshi Marg, 

Govandi Station Road, Govandi East Mumbai, PIN- 400088 India
Tel: (91)22 67031571/67993545   Fax: 67993546   Mobile: 9819811366

Email for Offshore Courses: dp@samundra.com  
Email for all other courses: training.sims@samundra.com

https://goo.gl/maps/AbqJKfk2Mty

SIMS Lonavala
Village Takwe Khurd

Mumbai-Pune Highway (NH4), Lonavala
Dist. Pune, Maharashtra - 410405

https://goo.gl/maps/4J9YT2BE1NT2

SIMS Chandigarh
CVU-1 Central Plaza, Sector 105
Mohali Hills, Banur Landran Road

Greater Mohali
https://goo.gl/maps/RvwukP914RS2

SIMS Kochi
ESM Complex, Near Gold Souk,

St. Rita’s Road, Ponnuruni,
Vytiila PO, Kochi 682019

https://goo.gl/maps/YyTjJaHbKw32

SIMS MUMBAI - VALUE ADDED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

FRAMO Cargo Pumping System (FRAMO) 3 days 08 Jan, 12 Feb, 12 Mar

ME Engine 2 days On Request

Turkish Strait & Messina Straits (TSMS) 2 days On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 days On Request

JRC – ECDIS (JAN-7201/9201 
JAN-701/901M/701B/901B/2000) 2 days On Request

TRANSAS ECDIS (NAVI SAILOR 4000) 2 days On Request

ECDIS SIMPLIFIED 1 day On Request

Ice Navigation 2 days 03 Jan, 07 Feb, 07 Mar

Large Vessel Manoeuvring (LVM) 2 days 17 Jan, 21 Feb, 21 Mar

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM) 2 days On Request

Risk Assessment 1 day On Request

Incident Investigation 1 day On Request

Maritime Resource Management
(MRM) (All Academy, Swedish Transport 
Agency Approved)

4 days On Request

Advance Safety Training on Chemical 
Tankers - Type 2 (ASCT - Type 2) 3 days On Request

Marine Electrical Pratice (MEP) 5 days 29 Jan, 26 Feb, 26 Mar

SIMS MUMBAI - OFFSHORE COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

Basic H2S (OPITO Approved) ½ day On Request

DP Basic (N.I Approved) 5 days 08 Jan, 22 Jan, 12 Feb, 26 Feb, 12 Mar, 26 Mar

DP Advanced (N.I Approved) 5 days 02 Jan, 15 Jan, 05 Feb, 19 Feb, 05 Mar, 19 Mar

DP Maintenance 5 days Every Monday

SIMS CHANDIGARH - VALUE ADDED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

FURUNO ECDIS 2 days On Request

JRC – ECDIS (JAN-7201/9201 
JAN-701/901M/701B/901B/2000) 2 days On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 days On Request

TRANSAS ECDIS (NAVI SAILOR 4000) 2 days On Request

ECDIS SIMPLIFIED 1 day On Request

FRAMO Cargo Pumping System 2 days On Request

Safety Officers Course (SOC) 1 day On Request

Risk Assessment 1 day On Request

Incident Investigation 1 day On Request

Maritime Resource Management
(MRM) (All Academy, Swedish Transport 
Agency Approved)

4 days 15 Jan, 19 Feb, 
12 Mar

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM) 2 days On Request

SIMS KOCHI - VALUE ADDED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

FURUNO ECDIS 2 days On Request

JRC – ECDIS (JAN-7201/9201 
JAN-701/901M/701B/901B/2000) 2 days On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 days On Request

TRANSAS ECDIS (NAVI SAILOR 4000) 2 days On Request

ECDIS SIMPLIFIED 1 day On Request

FRAMO Cargo Pumping System 2 days On Request

Safety Officers Course (SOC) 1 day On Request

Risk Assessment 1 day On Request

Incident Investigation 1 day On Request

Maritime Resource Management
(MRM) (All Academy, Swedish Transport 
Agency Approved)

4 days 08 Jan, 12 Feb, 12 Mar

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM) 2 days On Request

SIMS MUMBAI STATUTORY - DG APPROVED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

Basic Training for Oil and Chemical Tanker 
Cargo Operation (BTOCT) 6 days On Request

Specialized Training for Oil Tanker Course 
(TASCO) 12 days 10 Feb, 26 Mar

Specialized Training on Chemical Tanker 
Operation (CHEMCO) 12 days 12 Jan, 24 Feb

Specialized Training on Gas Tanker 
Operation (GASCO) 11 days 27 Jan, 12 Mar

Ship Manoeuvring Simulator (SMS) 5 days 29 Jan, 26 Feb, 
26 Mar

SIMS LONAVALA STATUTORY - DG APPROVED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

Electronic Chart Display and Information 
System (ECDIS) 5 days 08 Jan, 05 Feb, 

05 Mar

Engine Room Simulator - ML 5 days 15 Jan, 05 Feb, 
12 Mar

Engine Room Simulator - OL 3 days 22 Jan, 14 Feb, 
19 Mar

Free Fall Lifeboat (FFLB) 2 days 09 Jan, 20 Feb, 
20 Mar

Advt_31

• State-of-the-art training facilities                                                                       
• Central booking for all courses 

from Mumbai       
• Mumbai campus located at 

Govandi, barely 20 mins from 
Seamen’s Club

• Reasonably priced 
accommodation available close to 
Mumbai campus 

• Transportation and hostel facilities 
at Lonavala                                                    

• Online booking facilities on  
www.samundra.com

SIMS Advantage • SIMS Introduces the “ECDIS SIMPLIFIED” one day course for 
seafarers, auditors and inspectors. This coincides with the Ongoing 
PSC concentrated inspection campaign on ECDIS.

• SIMS offers Navigational Training on full mission bridge simulator 
for Dover, Messina, Gibraltar, Singapore and Turkish Straits.

• We also conduct FURUNO ECDIS Course at SIMS Kolkata

SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
Graded A1 outstanding (Amongst top Maritime Institutes in India), obtained in the inspection conducted by the Government-

recognised independent body ClassNK, Japan (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) – largest classification society in the world
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TRANSAS ECDIS (NAVI SAILOR 4000) 2 days On Request

ECDIS SIMPLIFIED 1 day On Request

FRAMO Cargo Pumping System 2 days On Request

Safety Officers Course (SOC) 1 day On Request

Risk Assessment 1 day On Request

Incident Investigation 1 day On Request

Maritime Resource Management
(MRM) (All Academy, Swedish Transport 
Agency Approved)

4 days 08 Jan, 12 Feb, 12 Mar

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM) 2 days On Request

SIMS MUMBAI STATUTORY - DG APPROVED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

Basic Training for Oil and Chemical Tanker 
Cargo Operation (BTOCT) 6 days On Request

Specialized Training for Oil Tanker Course 
(TASCO) 12 days 10 Feb, 26 Mar

Specialized Training on Chemical Tanker 
Operation (CHEMCO) 12 days 12 Jan, 24 Feb

Specialized Training on Gas Tanker 
Operation (GASCO) 11 days 27 Jan, 12 Mar

Ship Manoeuvring Simulator (SMS) 5 days 29 Jan, 26 Feb, 
26 Mar

SIMS LONAVALA STATUTORY - DG APPROVED COURSES

COURSE DURATION DATES

Electronic Chart Display and Information 
System (ECDIS) 5 days 08 Jan, 05 Feb, 

05 Mar

Engine Room Simulator - ML 5 days 15 Jan, 05 Feb, 
12 Mar

Engine Room Simulator - OL 3 days 22 Jan, 14 Feb, 
19 Mar

Free Fall Lifeboat (FFLB) 2 days 09 Jan, 20 Feb, 
20 Mar

Advt_31

• State-of-the-art training facilities                                                                       
• Central booking for all courses 

from Mumbai       
• Mumbai campus located at 

Govandi, barely 20 mins from 
Seamen’s Club

• Reasonably priced 
accommodation available close to 
Mumbai campus 

• Transportation and hostel facilities 
at Lonavala                                                    

• Online booking facilities on  
www.samundra.com

SIMS Advantage • SIMS Introduces the “ECDIS SIMPLIFIED” one day course for 
seafarers, auditors and inspectors. This coincides with the Ongoing 
PSC concentrated inspection campaign on ECDIS.

• SIMS offers Navigational Training on full mission bridge simulator 
for Dover, Messina, Gibraltar, Singapore and Turkish Straits.

• We also conduct FURUNO ECDIS Course at SIMS Kolkata

SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
Graded A1 outstanding (Amongst top Maritime Institutes in India), obtained in the inspection conducted by the Government-

recognised independent body ClassNK, Japan (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) – largest classification society in the world

Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of Jan 2018!

CREW BIRTHDAYS

MST RENATO SURIA BUCU 12-Jan NEW GRACE

MST MAHENDRA KUMAR AKSHAIVAR 01-Jan AFRA HAWTHORN

MST RAKESH KUMAR 08-Jan DREGGEN

MST SHIV KUMAR 30-Jan UACC SILA

MST WARNER GERARD FERNANDES 21-Jan MOL TRUTH

MST AMRESH KUMAR 06-Jan FS DILIGENCE

MST CHANDRA BHUSHAN PRASAD 02-Jan AFRAMAX RIO

MST JAGPAL SINGH GUSAIN 15-Jan ARIANE MAKARA

MST RAHUL KUMAR 18-Jan PALANCA MAPUTO

MST MANJIT SINGH 06-Jan GSW FABULOUS

MST GURMAIL SINGH CHAHAL 03-Jan GSW FABULOUS

CO SUBRATO GHOSH 06-Jan AFRICAN JACANA

CO RAJU NIVRUTTI THACKARE 05-Jan E PIONEER

CO NIRLESH ANAND 28-Jan MAETIGA

CO ANAND RAJ 11-Jan ATLANTIC CROWN

CO PARASNATH RAMNATH YADAV 01-Jan CARTAGENA

CO SUNIL CHANDRAKANT GADE 17-Jan ARIANE MAKARA

CO AVINASH 08-Jan BOUGAINVILLE

CO SANDEEP DEWAN 24-Jan NEW BREEZE

CO AZAD SINGH 26-Jan LR2 POSEIDON

CO ACHUTHAN MENON K. M. 09-Jan MARLIN APATITE

CO MARTIN THOMAS 12-Jan UACC HARMONY

CO RAJESH RANJAN 26-Jan MARLIN AVENTURINE

CO AMIT BHARDWAJ 26-Jan UACC SILA

CO ALOK SINGH 28-Jan ASTRID

2O LOUIE FRANCIS M. DALAWAMPU 23-Jan ROYAL SAMURAI

2O DINESHKUMAR MOHANLAL KUREEL 16-Jan CHEM HELEN

2O AMANDEEP SINGH 14-Jan MARLIN AMBER

2O SHYAM 31-Jan CARTAGENA

2O BHARADUAJ CHAKRAMANATH 11-Jan RED EAGLE

2O RAJGOPAL CHITTAYIL SUKUMARAN 14-Jan FS DILIGENCE

2O JISSIN ANTONY 18-Jan ATLANTIC LEO

2O CRISS THOMSON JOSEPH 25-Jan ALPINE MYSTERY

2O ABDUL VAHID POKKATTUNGAL 30-Jan BOUGAINVILLE

2O VIKRAMJEET SINGH 09-Jan UACC FALCON

3O JYPTHY SAMSON CARBAQUIL 30-Jan NEW GRACE

3O DAVINDER PAL SINGH 12-Jan AZERI GAS

3O MANULAL POOKULAKUZHIYIL 12-Jan PIONEER EXPRESS

3O ROHAN RAVEENDRAN NAIR 14-Jan FS ENDEAVOR

3O AMRIT PAL SINGH GHOTRA 01-Jan HIGH JUPITER

3O ALOK ASWAL 01-Jan MAETIGA

3O SARANSH MISHRA 01-Jan LAPEROUSE

3O NISHCHINT SINGH 01-Jan ALJALAA

NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL

3O BONNY SUNIL 19-Jan KAMOME VICTORIA

3O ABHISHEK TIWARI 04-Jan AFRA LAUREL

CE NAGENDRA MOHAN SINGH 24-Jan CLAXTON BAY

CE NIRMAL PRASAD 10-Jan SAMRAA ALKHALEEJ

CE AJAY KUMAR 01-Jan ERIA COLOSSUS

CE HASAN MOHAMMAD MOZAHIR 16-Jan SHAH DENIZ

CE RUSLAN TYKHONOV 27-Jan EXECUTIVE TIDE

CE UJJWAL MANDAL 28-Jan NEW BREEZE

CE INDRAJIT KAR 19-Jan HIGH JUPITER

CE SUBIR KUMAR 02-Jan FORRES PARK

CE STEPHEN ANTRO L. ANTONY DASAN 16-Jan FS SINCERITY

CE SUBHAS KUMAR MONDAL 29-Jan MARLIN AMBER

CE SUBRAMANIAN VELMURUGAN 13-Jan UACC FALCON

CE DANAPAL SANNASI NADAR 29-Jan GUNESHLI

CE YEVGEN SIRYAK 13-Jan EXECUTIVE COURAGE

CE BHASKAR AGNIHOTRI 18-Jan E PIONEER

2E APOLINAR BUTAYA GOOD 08-Jan NEW HORIZON

2E OHMPRAKKHASH JEGANATHAN 07-Jan MARLIN AQUAMARINE

2E PRASAD RAMESH DHAWLE 31-Jan FS ENDEAVOR

2E NATARAJAN SUBRAMANIYAN 03-Jan ST. GERTRUD

2E REY PEDROZA CAPILITAN 31-Jan NEW MILLENNIUM

2E PADMANABHA PILLAI SALIL P. 14-Jan VICTOIRE

2E SUMRESH KUMAR 14-Jan AFRAMAX RIVIERA

3E SARANG TAKSALE 26-Jan MOL TRUTH

3E JESHURAN VASANTH PONRAJ 13-Jan DREGGEN

3E RAMON JR NICOLAS BITUIN 05-Jan NAVIOS SOUTHERN STAR

3E JAHIR HUSSAIN MOUTHU KANI 23-Jan MARLIN AVENTURINE

3E ARUN SHARMA 03-Jan AFRA WILLOW

3E GRINGO BATCHANITCHA LUNAY 21-Jan NEW GRACE

3E JOE JOSEPH 06-Jan KOBAI

3E SHIPIPKUMAR JENTILAL SOLANKI 09-Jan HIGH JUPITER

3E AVINASH GUNDLAPALLI 13-Jan UACC HARMONY

4E RAHUL HANAMANT PATIL 05-Jan FS ENDEAVOR

4E ANIL THOMAS 26-Jan UACC RAS LAFFAN

4E SIMRANJIT SINGH 03-Jan AFRA OAK

4E ABUL HASSAN SAJEETH BASHA 09-Jan CRIMSON KNIGHT

4E BIBIN BABY 11-Jan ATLANTIC CANYON

4E LAKSHYA SHARMA 14-Jan UACC Ras Tanura

4E RIPDAMAN SINGH KHURANA 25-Jan MARLIN APATITE

4E DILIPAN ELANGOVAN 04-Jan MARLIN AMETHYST
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PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 152

SIMS Cadets Joining the Fleet as Officer
Adding on to the growing number of Jank and Engineering cadets from SIMS Lonavala and joining onboard ships managed by ESM as officers, are the 
following. 

1. 3O SUKHRAJ SINGH DHILLON ALQADISIA
2. JO RISHBHANAND PATHAK SANTOS
3. JO VARUN TALWAR  CRIMSON KNIGHT
4. JO YOGESH KUMAR  GREAT MANTA
5. JO DAIN ANTO FRANCIS  AFRAMAX RIO
6. JO CANUTE PETER GURJAO MARLIN AMETHYST
7. JO PIYUSH SHARMA  CHEMBULK SHANGHAI
8. JO HEMANT SHARMA  EAGLE EXPRESS
9. JE KRISHNADAS A.V.  BAKU

10. JE ARPIT GUPTA  UACC EAGLE
11. JE PRANAV SUHAS AMBETKAR UACC SHAMS
12. JE ROHIND KUDAMBATTUKUZHI MARLIN APATITE
13. JE SREEHARI PALAT  AFRAMAX RIO
14. JE ABHIRAJ SINGH  MAETIGA
15. JE MAHESHWARAN RAJENDRAN ZARIFA ALIYEVA
16. JE GURSIMRAN SINGH SETHI GSW FORWARD
17. JE DIBUDARSAN S. NAIR N. KAMOME VICTORIA
18. 4E JIJO ZACHERIAH  GOLDEN AVENUE

NEW JOINERS
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SUDOKU OBJECTIVE

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank 
squares in a game with the correct numbers. There 
are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 
9 square Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order 

•  
Every column of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order

•  
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square 
must include all digits 1 through 9

** All answers will be provided next issue.

HAMLET VOCABULARY

PUZZLES
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Mr. Goh Kuan Yang

Goh joined the company in its nascent stage in the year 2000 as an Accounts Assistant, successfully grown with the 
Company and is now currently Manager, Accounts at ESM Singapore. Akin to ESM’s own story of progress, he has 
spent many a memorable moments, building and achieving goals for the company such as setting up of accounting 
systems in Singapore and India (Chennai) offices to personal milestones of starting a family!

“In the beginning when the company was still small in size, we went through hardships together. When we achieved 
something, for example, more ships from new owners to manage and eventual expansions, the sense of achievement 
was felt together as one.” ,  Goh reminisces with a smile of deep satisfaction.

One experience that is etched in his memory, is the beginning of the successful business partnership with the Oil 
major (BP). In  the year 2002 his team worked relentlessly in order to bridge the different accounting systems, 
providing a seamless working partnership between the two diverse accounting groups. The success of the system can 
indeed be seen 15 years later, with both teams working as closely as ever.
Goh credits his success to the conducive learning environment at ESM and his seniors as well as mentors “the 
company always gives room for improvement; even if we go the wrong direction, you are always guided back to the 
right track.” Taking a cue from the leadership, Goh imbibes the values in himself to be a better leader as well.

“Every day is a new day for me. I always try to be a better role model for the team and colleagues”. 

Ms. Suzan D Cruz

“This is a home grown business and I feel like home here, sharing values together”. 

At a time when her batch mates were happy missing classes and enjoying their undergrad University life as students, 
nineteen year old Suzan was busy with her studies whilst continuing her summer job with ESM as an Intern to a full 
time job. She progressed into various roles at ESM from a data entry operator, company training officer to a stint in 
the Crewing operations with the group company – Executive Offshore in Singapore. Suzan now works at the ESM 
Singapore office as Fleet Personnel Superintendent and has completed fifteen years within the company.  

Echoing Goh’s sentiment on the company’s positive environment for an individual’s growth, Suzan is happy to have 
availed off the various opportunities within the organization switching roles and responsibilities as and when it 
came her way . She is grateful to her seniors and mentors who guided her to stretch her abilities and reach for the  
experiences  that enrich  her professional growth. 

Besides her role in the crewing operations, Suzan  was a proud member  of the winning Office of Strategy Management 
(OSM) team. The team in 2012 won the prestigious  entry to the “Hall of Fame”  of Palladium, established by the 

world management gurus Dr. David P. Noron and Dr. Robert S. Kaplan of Harvard Business School for successfully executing strategy through Balanced score 
card. “The entire strategy team from ESM flew down to Boston. It was very encouraging for all of us to be invited by Ma’am (Ms Sikha Singh, Deputy CEO) 
to be there at Boston to receive that award. “
Suzan asserts her faith in the Organisation and its stable growth over the years from a ship manager to global maritime service provider as a group of 
companies, together with its people. She wraps up the interview by echoing the Company’s sentiment - 

“ESM Cares. Whether it’s a client – business or employee relationships. We are not out and about publishing what we do but in a subtle and not so noisy 
way the management and the team knows exactly how to take care of their relationships, whether its business or non-business.”

We continue our next batch of interviews of ESM staff in sharing their experiences and journey with us. Our heartfelt appreciation to the shore staff 
in ESM Singapore who recounted their early days in the company with fond nostalgia.  

Saluting the Heroes of ESM’s Quiet Success Story

ESM NEWS
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Vessel Chem Helen on 1st December’17, 
rescued two fisherman who were floating 
in the water, off the coast of Belawan. The 
fishermen were reportedly hit by a large 
wave few days back which broke their small 
fishing boat. 

The two fisherman were later identified as 
Mr. Maswan and Mr. Rajoli from Belawan. 
Unfortunately they were the only two survivors 
from a crew of four and were spotted floating in 

ESM Managed Vessel Chem Helen Rescues 
Shipwrecked Fisherman Off The Coast Of Belawan 

ESM NEWS

the sea with the broken pieces of their boat by 
the bridge lookout of Chem Helen. The rescued 
fishermen were brought to safety onboard and 
given immediate first aid to their wounds. 

After coordinating with the MRCC, they were 
handed over to the Indonesian Coast Guard, the 
next day.

The one and half hour rescue operation was well 
executed by Captain Mario Fernandes and the 

crew from Chem Helen. We congratulate the 
crew on their display of excellent seamanship as 
true professionals.  

NEW SHIP TAKEOVER - ESM

Congratulations to Master- Capt Michael Doraja Campita, Chief Engineer- Ramil Monteclaro Bolay-Og, and all the crew members on the safe 
management takeover of New Horizon. 

New Horizon at Miura Shipbuilding Ltd, Japan on 01st December 2017

ESM TAKEOVER
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Top Five Entries for Wellness Exercise Contest as 
part of our Health & Wellness Campaign

ESM NEWS

Congratulations all Masters and Crew of - Marex Noa, 

New Grace, Alpine Moment, Bougainville and High 

Jupiter - on your efforts in making healthier choices, 

even whilst on board!

Bougainville  - SETU BANDHASANA (BRIDGE POSE):

Bougainville - Bow Pose

Bougainville  - Cobra Pose

Bougainville - Plank Pose

Alpine Moment - Burpees

Alpine Moment -Pushup

Alpine Moment -Crunches

Alpine Moment - Crunches

Bougainville - Bow Pose

New Grace  -  Jogging

New Grace  -  Stretching

Marex Noa - Group Exercise

Marex Noa - Group Exercise

High Jupiter - Mountain climber

High Jupiter - Diamond Pushup
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Turning The Pages From 2017 
For The New Journey Of 2018

ESM HIGHLIGHTS

The year that went by, has been an eventful one for the team at Executive Ship Management. There were many a firsts, few new beginnings and numerous gratifying events.

Reaching new milestones

Keeping the steady momentum of growth and achieving milestones, we celebrated the delivery of 

world’s largest container vessel to Executive Ship Management. M.V.MOL Truth was delivered from 

Saijo shipyard to the management on 31st October 2017 - the first of many in the forthcoming mélange 

of sophisticated containers managed under Shoei-Executive. With a capacity of 20, 000 TEU including 

1500 refrigerated containers Vessel M.V.MOL Truth has been constructed at the largest and most 

accomplished shipyard in Japan - Saijo shipyard.

New Leadership and nurturing Talent pipeline

‘Leadership’ – was an ongoing disposition at ESM. 

The first batch of Developmental and Organizational Growth programme finishers were announced in the month of June. New appointments were made in the top line 

management at ESM Singapore and Mumbai as well as the Corporate Board of the Executive Group was established. 

Continuing the need for connecting and collaborating, the periodic ship-shore engagement seminars were the highlight of the year. More so when it all culminated to 

recognizing a record number of about hundred seafarers from all ranks being awarded the ten years of service in the final segment of the “Leadership for Safety Engagement”, 

conducted in the month of November at Mumbai and Lonavala. These multi-city seminars in India as well as at Manila, organised throughout the year continued to nurture 

relationships within the various groups of employees and are aimed to develop and hone leadership amongst the different ranks of sailing staff

In an another sweet accomplishment, the seed of hard labour and tenacious professionalism of turning a novice cadet into a confident and brilliant seafarer, bore its fruits 

for the ESM and SIMS family this year. Two SIMS alumni who began their sailing careers with ESM, were promoted to the rank of Chief Engineer on board. It was truly a 

momentous year for CE Himesh and CE Lomas as well as the entire Executive fraternity!

The year also marked the launch of www.executivegroup.com – an official website for the Executive group of companies including an updated version of the Executive Ship 

Management website. It was a start of a series of activities in the vast expanse of the online platform. The company went social with their Twitter account (@Group_Executive) 

for updates on company events and connecting with our folks in the digital space.

Professionalism & Seamanship

True leadership also entails inspiring others and doing more. The company’s core values manifested into an exemplary act of seamanship from our fleet of vessels in their 

various rescue at sea operations.  ESM managed vessels GSW Adventure, Atlantic Leo and Chem Helen, responded to three individual distress calls on separate occasions and 

successfully conducted high sea rescue operations in all the incidents. It was indeed a humbling experience when the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore awarded ESM 

a Certificate of Appreciation at the International Safety @ Sea Conference 2017, Singapore, for the rescue at sea operation done by vessel GSW Adventure in February 2017. 

We congratulate the Captains, Chief Engineers and Crew of the vessels for their swift actions and excellent seamanship. 

S.P. Singh
Managing Director, ESM CE Himesh with ESM Management Team CE Lomas with ESM Management Team

Vessel M.V.MOL Truth
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It is no surprise that strong technical and 

safety practices form an integral part 

in conducting and responding to such 

situations with confidence and ease. 

Hence the shore team played an equally 

active role in ensuring the same through 

its intensive HSEQA campaigns organised 

onboard. The four campaigns completed 

last year focused on various crucial issues 

such as navigational safety, personal 

safety, surface preparation for painting 

and the most valuable of them all – 

health & wellness, as a sound mind and 

body is one’s most precious asset.

Health & Wellness Campaign

This year, ESM channelized its energies towards the first and most important resource – the good health of its employees. In order to reiterate how important and essential it 

is for anyone to enjoy the best of health at any given time, the Health and Wellness campaign engaged all employees with a weekly campaign newsletter containing necessary 

information to assist in making every day healthier choices. ESM partnered with a leading Nutritionist, Ms Khyati Rupani, founder of Balance Nutrition, in curating various 

programmes as part of the campaign to guide employees towards a healthy living.  Ms Rupani conducted an engaging health talk at our Officer’s and Ratings Seminars held 

in November. She has also designed healthy menus for the use of the sailing staff   onboard.  

Besides the partnership with the Nutritionist, fitness activities such as walkathon, yoga session, ‘steps’ challenge and participation in the annual Standard Chartered marathon  

held at  Singapore. Twenty four employees from various departments took part in the marathon. Eleven employees finished the 10km, four did the half marathon of 21km and 

six managed the full marathon of 42km category. The sense of accomplishment for the participants was palpable as they ended the year with personal milestones.

Turning The Pages From 2017 
For The New Journey Of 2018

ESM HIGHLIGHTS

Heroes of ESM’s Quiet Success

Last but not the least, the editorial team initiated a series of conversations with its people in celebration of heroes of ESM’s silent success. The team embarked numerous 

candid interviews with long serving seafarers and employees at ESM who have flourished as superior mariners whilst becoming assets of the organization. It was indeed a 

heartwarming experience for the editorial team in narrating their journey through the monthly newsletter - Executive News Bulletin. These inspirational stories continue to be 

part as special edition of the newsletter and we hope to bring them to our readers in documenting ESM’s journey through the words of its own people. 

“As the year 2017 has ended 
with its many interesting 
turns while keeping the flag of 
excellence high, ESM wishes 
each seafarer many more 
happy and safe sailing years 
with ESM.“

Atlantic Leo on rescue mission Atlantic Leo on rescue mission

ESM Walkathon 2017Yoga session on Marex NoaYoga session on Marex Noa




